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Six to Significance

- Always a choice
- Rooted in identity
- Address the fear
- Letting it go
- Embrace the crazy
- Not about you
The Power of Choice ≠ 💜
It's Not Your Fault

And

It's Your Responsibility
I CHOOSE
I. The Role of Identity
FEELINGS ➔ ACTIONS ➔ IDENTITY

WE’LL GET THROUGH THIS DAY
FEELINGS \(\rightarrow\) ACTIONS \(\rightarrow\) IDENTITY

IDENTITY \(\rightarrow\) ACTIONS \(\rightarrow\) FEELINGS

(I FEEL) \(\rightarrow\) (I DO) \(\rightarrow\) (I AM)

(I AM) \(\rightarrow\) (I DO) \(\rightarrow\) (I FEEL)
Don’t…Base Your Identity on Who Starbucks Says You Are
What Is Your Stand?
Take a Stand
My biggest fear is being a disappointment.
Six to Significance

- ALWAYS A CHOICE
- ROOTED IN IDENTITY
- ADDRESS THE FEAR
- EMBRACE THE CRAZY
- LETTING IT GO
- NOT ABOUT YOU
SHOULD → IS → COULD
What’s Your Rice?
SHOULD → IS → COULD

(Judgment) → (Acceptance) → (Possibility)
EMBRACE THE CRAZY
CHALLENGE THE PROCESS
Life wasn’t meant to be played safe.
Six to Significance

ALWAYS A CHOICE

ROOTED IN IDENTITY

ADDRESS THE FEAR

EMBRACE THE CRAZY

LETTING IT GO

NOT ABOUT YOU
Text for Your Free Resources:

- Chapter - Always a Choice
- Chapter - Addressing the Fear

Number: 44222
Message: MATTER17

Put an “S” in your card for future speaking/training engagements

Future Contact
It Was Always About This

It Starts With You  

It’s Not About You
What Changed?

They Changed!

They Changed!
Significance
Thank You

Text for Your Free Resources:

- Chapter - Always a Choice
- Chapter - Addressing the Fear

Number: 44222
Message: MATTER17
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